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***

Guest: Gzegorz Braun, a Polish Politician and Director, Screenwriter and Publicist. He is one
of the leaders of the polish party “Konfederacja”. He initiated a project called “Norymberga
2.0” (engl. Nuremberg 2.0). The project aims to gather evidences against crimes against
humanity of those supporting segregation based on vaccination status.

This session:

Sums  up  the  years  of  p(l)andemia  in  Poland  and  one  year  of  their  Polish
parliamentary group NUREMBERG 2.0 activity.
Is about the “official symptoms”, as he calls them, (i.e. government propaganda)
of the “next wave” coming.
Is  about  his  personal  situation  (immunity  waiving  and  substantial  financial
fines/cuts).
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